McCLURE Sam Reinforcement Learning Mar 1 2012

Reinforcement Learning:  computational roles for dopamine, striatum, and hippocampus
Sam does the intro for this special seminar on RL learning...


Read Montague.. influential  paper  in 1997
Schultz, Dayan, Montague  1997

DA = dopamine neurons are emitting a teaching signal...
motivated behavior, valuation, decision making...

DA = errors in reward prediction

burst for more than expected
suppression for less than expected...

comes with computational candy...

he shows 3 eqns

1)  St = state of the world

V(St) =  valuation of the state of the world =
current reward + all future rewards

delta t = prediction error...  prediction error is a teaching signal
update your synaptic weights in proportion to prediction error

may be correl with LTP  eg

so eg  u might look for neuro expressions of reward learning...

DA promotes expression of AMPA rewards  and also  larger scale struc and morphol changes...
as in Reynolds 2001

so there shud also be  evidence of stored values...

shud find  evidence of values stored in striatum and medial PFC...

striatum  enables reward learning by storing these values...
eg if eye mvmts are only rewarded for eye mvmts up and to the R then u find that...

Decision Making  as in Knutson 2007  (Brian Knutson)
in NAcc (nucl accumbens)  which lights up...
this is also a natural model for addiction...

but there has been some problems with this...

everybody loves DA and Nigro-striatal  system  "centrism" in our thinking...
but this is only one system...

but how abt...

goal directed stuff,  habitual, pavlovian systems... perhaps there are multiple values
(as in Frank 2009)

value of item  perhaps in the NAcc  duking it out with  Insula which perhaps records the cost
of the item...

but look  at Frank 2009  (Michael Frank)...  combining Go and NoGo systems

*****

complimentary line of work...

perhaps DA neurons also respond to NOVEL stimuli  (they do)

and VTA (ventral tegmental area)  projection also go to HC = hippocampus

so perhaps  DA is necessary for HC LTP

as in diagram from  (John)  Lisman) and Grace 2005


also there are limits to  DA learning...
CS (comp sci) people say that  reinforcement learning is notoriously slow...

look at TD-Gammon  (backgammon)  but needed to play  perhaps millions of games to
learn it...TOO SLOW...
so how do u get the speed of learning that people do
reinforcement learning is too slow

so  today we want to look at the complementarity of the HC and the striatum...

Read Montague will start
he develops a  RL model and DA function

Yael is next  pronounced  YAH el
will talk abt speeding up RL learning

last will be Gary Aston-Jones  on NE = norepi and  new circuit connecting
VTA and HC..



